Abstract. Monotone finite difference schemes used to approximate solutions of scalar conservation laws have the advantage that these approximations can be proved to converge to the proper solution as the mesh size tends to zero. The greatest disadvantage in using such approximating schemes is the computational expense encountered since monotone schemes can have at best first order accuracy. Computation savings and effective accuracy could be gained if the spatial mesh were refined in regions of expected rapid solution variation.
for all /j > t0. Hence, condition (1.3) guarantees the uniqueness of solutions of (1.2). All classical solutions satisfy the entropy condition. We extend the work of Crandall-Majda [1] and Kuznetsov [6] . We shall show how approximate solutions obtained from monotone finite difference schemes using nonuniform spatial differencing converge in the L1 topology to the unique entropy solution of ( 1.2). We require essentially no restriction on the spatial grid other than it be a Cartesian product of partitioned coordinate axes. A sharp Lx rate of convergence is also shown for these approximate solutions.
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Definitions and Statements of Theorems.
To simplify the analysis we restrict ourselves to two space dimensions. We lose no generality by doing this.
Partition R2 as follows:
R2=UÜM,
where ilJk = [xj, xj+x) X [yk, yk+x). As a measure of refinement call
where Bjk is the smallest ball containing Q.>t. Let Ax-=\xj+x -x¡\ and Ayk = \yk+x -yk | . Define the step function
when rEQ.j. Now consider the spatial difference operator:
when x G Q¡ k. We use the notation A+ , A+ to denote the forward difference operator in the x, y direction. The numerical flux, F¡(x, y), i = 1,2, is assumed to be locally Lipschitz continuous in both arguments. We require that Dx(F(vs)) be monotone and consistent, that is for i = 1,2:
The initial data of (1.1) is discretized via the averaging operator Ts, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
We may also discretize in time. Define At" =\tn+x -t"\ and partition R2 X R+ as follows:
where iij k = Sljk X [/", t"+1). As a measure of refinement call 5= max(diam(5y';A:)).
Define the time difference operator D,(vs(x, t)) = At u^/At" when (x, t) E QJk. We also have an Lx rate of convergence for these approximate solutions.
Theorem IV. (Rate of convergence.) Let vs(x, t) be obtained from the schemes of Theorem I, Theorem II or Theorem III. Then for T> r, > t0 > 0 we have
where u(x, t) is the unique entropy satisfying solution of(l.l).K depends linearly on the variation of the initial data and \ tx -t0 \ . for all | u | < Il «g II z,°°>tnen (2-2) is easily verified for (2.6). Also
and (2.7) shows that
The Engquist-Osher scheme utilizes the numerical flux
where/ ~ denotes the increasing, decreasing part of/-or more precisely
One can easily verify that (2.8) satisfies (2.2). By virtue of (2.7) we also have that
3. Preliminaries. In this section we state and prove a convergence theorem assuming the approximate solutions satisfy some basic inequalities. In Section 4, these inequalities are established for the schemes of Theorems I, II and III. We also prove two lemmas, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, which are fundamental in obtaining these estimates. The proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 are given in Appendix II.
Let [vs(x, t)} be a family of approximate solutions. Suppose that We then have Proposition 3.1. Let [vs(x, t)} satisfy 1 through 6 above. Also suppose that vs(x, 0) tends to u0(x) in V(Rd) as 8 tends to 0. Then lims^0 vs(x, t) exists in L}oc(Rd) on any bounded strip, t E [0, T], and the limit is the unique entropy satisfying weak solutions of u, + ft(u)x, = 0, u(x,0) = u0(x).
To prove Proposition 3.1 we use two lemmas. Proof of Proposition 3.1. Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 show every sequence of {vs(x, 0) has a bounded convergent subsequence in L00(L\oc(Rd); [0, T]) to a weak solution of (1.2). This result, along with condition 6 of the proposition and the bounded convergence theorem, shows that the limit solution satisfies (1.3). (1.3) implies uniqueness. Therefore every sequence {vs}, 8 tending to 0, has a convergent subsequence to a unique limit, proving every sequence converges.
It follows from Proposition 3.1 that the entropy satisfying solution of (1.2) must satisfy estimates 1 through 4. The desired result is now immediate. To prove 2 we lose no generality by assuming d = 2. In this case it is easy to see that for fixed y such that yk < y < yk+, 
Each term of the above sums can be seen to be nonpositive by virtue of 1 and 2 of (2.2). Therefore the first term on the right-hand side of (4.2) is nonpositive.
Eliminate this term, sum the result on k and repeat the same argument to obtain 5ll«.(*,0llL' = ^2l«M|A*yAÄ<0.
This estimate along with Lemma 3.3 shows \\vg(x,t)\\Ll< ||ii0(x)||£i for all t > 0.
III. Variation Boundedness. This is the single most important estimate we obtain. At no time is the solution assumed to be translation invariant. Hence, a similar argument applies with few modifications to problems in which the flux functions are explicit functions of x and t.
To obtain 2 of Proposition 3.1 one should observe that |a>m = -aí(^a^i(..-)h-¿f2(-,-)).
Multiply this by Ayk and \pJk where ^Jk = sgn(uJ+Xk -uJk). Summing on/, we have (4.3) |2|aî«m|Aa =-2a:(^a:f,(.,.) + a;f2(.,.)^m.
Summing by parts, the right-hand side of (4.3) becomes So we see the first term of (4.4) is nonpositive. Sum on k and make a similar observation on the second term to obtain jt2\Kuj,k\Ayk<0. So we see there are no difficulties extending the results of Section 4.1 to the fully implicit difference scheme. For the explicit finite difference scheme we restrict ourselves to one space dimension to obtain the estimates of Proposition 3.1. The extension to higher dimensions is similar to the proofs in Section 4.1. The proofs of the maximum principle, continuity in time and weak limit solution are routine and will be omitted. L1 boundedness and entropy satisfying limit solutions follow directly from an inequality of Crandall and Majda [1] . Define 4.3 Proof of Theorem IV. In this section we state and offer an alternate proof of a little known theorem of Kuznetsov [6] . We then apply this result to the difference scheme of Theorem III. The application of Kuznetsov's result to the schemes of Theorems I and II follows in a similar manner. Proposition 4.1 (Kuznetsov) . Let vs(x, t) be an approximate solution of (1.1) satisfying the stability conditions of Proposition 3.1, (conditions 1 through 4) . If for all nonnegative and symmetric u(x -x',t -t') E C™(Rd X R) and all bounded g(x', t') G L00 ( •'s Since «(x', i') is an entropy satisfying solution, (1.3) shows the first term above is nonpositive. Therefore It is easily shown that xt(0 > 0, xE(0 e Q°(R+ ) and jtxXt) = ee(t-t,)-et(t-tx).
In equality (4.14) set ß(t,t') = xMxlf).
Sending e to 0, (4.14) becomes Proof. By the completeness of H¡ we may assume u E C™(Rd X R), in which case u(x, t + t) -a(x, t)=fjp(x,t+ t') dt' and h, 3w }(x + h¡, t) -u(x, t)= j '=^,(x + x', t)dx' This identity, the triangle inequality and exchanging the order of integration shows that r|T||| 3w \\a(x + h, t + t) -w(x, OU û < Í ■£ dt' + f Jo II «' /.'
•'o
The final estimate is now easily seen.
i'M 3w 3x, dx'.
Proof of Theorem IV. Let vs(x, t) be obtained from an explicit finite difference scheme of the form (2.5) and suppose vs satisfies the approximate entropy condition (4.6). Then t>8 satisfies condition (4.10) of Proposition 4.1.
We again lose no generality assuming d = 1. Let vs be a function of x, t and let g be a function of x', t'. Define Fg(vs) = sgn(vs-g)(f(vs)-f(g)).
Since t>8(x, 0 is piecewise constant 
